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REVIEWS

THE CASE FOR EMBRYO SELECTION

Discussion of Stephen Wilkinson, Choosing Tomorrow’s Children: The Ethics of
Selective Reproduction (Oxford University Press, 2010) 288 pp, Hbk £42, ISBN 978-
0199273966; and Colin Gavaghan, Defending the Genetic Supermarket: Law and
Ethics of Selecting the Next Generation (Routledge-Cavendish, 2007) 248 pp, Pbk
£29.99, ISBN 978-1844720583.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, the possibilities of Preimplantation Genetic Diagnostics (PGD) and
the associated ability to select embryos before implantation have significantly broadened.
Public policy has to address normative questions evidently raised by the availability of
these technical possibilities. The task of determining whether, and to what extent, PGD
and embryo selection should be permitted, is a considerable challenge for policy-makers.
Can the academic literature help them to address this challenge? 

A significant body of literature on PGD and embryo selection has emerged over the
past years, generally within the discipline of ethics. Most literature focuses on experiences
in the United Kingdom, which is understandable since the UK Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Act provides one of the most extensive regulatory frameworks for PGD. The
Act of 1990, amended after public consultation in 2008, provides a licensing system for
PGD and stipulates general conditions for such licenses, which are granted under the
supervision of the Human Fertilisation & Embryology Authority (HFEA). 

A recent contribution to the literature, provided by Stephen Wilkinson’s Choosing
Tomorrow’s Children, is a good opportunity to examine what the academic literature on
embryo selection has to offer. Although Wilkinson does not refer to it, in many ways his
book is in line with the analysis of embryo selection offered by Colin Gavaghan in his
earlier book, Defending the Genetic Supermarket. The two books together provide a
nuanced and generally convincing argument for an overall liberal approach to embryo
selection. 
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Stephen Wilkinson, Professor of Bioethics and Director of the Centre for Professional
Ethics at Keele University (UK), writes in the analytic philosophical tradition, focusing on
moral arguments and the meaning and content of key moral principles in relation to the
problem at hand. His analysis is structured along the lines of the main arguments for or
against embryo selection, for example relating to parental duty, child welfare, commodifi-
cation, eugenics, and enhancement, often illustrated by reference to particular cases. The
book ends with an extensive chapter on sex selection. Colin Gavaghan, currently New
Zealand Law Foundation Director in Emerging Technologies and Associate Professor of
Law at the University of Otago (New Zealand), takes a roughly similar approach, albeit
structured along somewhat different principles, namely autonomy, harm, the non-
identity principle, disability, means/ends, and justice. 

Both Wilkinson and Gavaghan start by saying that they adopt a neutral position
towards reproductive decision-making, while taking a negative-liberal approach to regu-
lation. That is to say, the state should only intervene in people’s reproductive decisions
when there are good reasons to do so, based on harm or other weighty arguments.
Wilkinson elaborates on this starting point in terms of both a regulatory normative
outlook (‘Schematic Political Liberalism’) and a moral normative outlook (‘Presumption
of Permissibility’) (11–13). Gavaghan likewise articulates his belief that the concerns
raised by embryo selection ‘could be addressed better by more rather than less choice,
and less rather than more regulation and restriction’ (2). Starting from this basis, both
authors employ a meticulous analysis of arguments raised in the literature and policy
against embryo selection, to arrive at nuanced and generally permissive conclusions.
Although they are careful not to pronounce themselves outright advocates (for instance,
along the lines of John Harris’s moral duty to enhance or Julian Savulescu’s procreative
beneficence),1 a strong case is made for allowing parents the choice of using embryo
selection in many situations. 

2. Arguments Against Selecting Children

One of the main arguments against selecting children is that it might in some way harm
the future child. The harm might reside in the traits selected for (the typical example
being deafness, based on the already classic case of the American deaf couple who chose
an embryo with congenital deafness),2 but also in the psychological or emotional harm
caused to the child who knows she was selected, for example to serve as a saviour sibling3

or (hypothetically) because the parents wanted a child with musical or physical talent.

1 John Harris, Enhancing Evolution: The Ethical Case for Making Better People (Princeton University Press,
2007); Julian Savulescu, ‘Procreative Beneficence: Why We Should Select the Best Children’ (2001) 15
Bioethics 413. 

2 See n 6 and surrounding text.
3 See section 3 below. 
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There is also the issue of the possible harm to the embryos not selected: those who will
never be. 

Almost all types of harm-based arguments with respect to future children are refuted
by the Non-Identity Principle, seminally introduced by Derek Parfit in 1984.4 Basically,
this principle says that children are not harmed by parental reproductive decisions,
including PGD-based embryo selection, because (a) unselected embryos never come into
being and therefore can have no interests (only living persons having interests), and (b)
selected embryos that do come into being are not harmed in the overall reckoning, because
the only possible alternative for them would be that they would not have been selected and
hence would not have existed. Therefore, the only situation in which selected children
are harmed by PGD is when they would have been better off if they had never been born,
ie, if they live a ‘worse than nothing’ life. This applies only to very rare situations of a
short life filled with a painful, untreatable disease. So the deaf child or the child selected
to have perfect pitch cannot complain, because without the PGD treatment they would
not have existed, and they lead a life worth living overall, despite any harm that they
possibly experience through their traits or psychological problems. The Non-Identity
Principle is counter-intuitive, in that the conclusion that no harm is done except in worse-
than-nothing lives seems unpalatable. Nevertheless, despite numerous efforts to refute it,
the principle still holds strong, and both Wilkinson and Gavaghan follow its logic to
conclude that PGD in general cannot be opposed on the basis of potential harm to
children. 

The same reasoning also counters some claims of non-harm-based wrongs, in
particular relating to instrumentality, which can take the form of the idea of an ‘open
future’ (embryo selection could tend to ‘close’ the future of the child by means of a
predefined purpose in life, such as to serve as a saviour sibling, top athlete, or opera star)
or of the Kantian imperative (never treat people merely as means, but always also as ends
in themselves). Again, selected children have no overall cause to complain about a ‘closed’
future because the alternative for them would be non-existence. Moreover, if we want to
foster autonomy—which is the underlying rationale of the ‘right to an open future’—we
may have to stimulate rather than restrict embryo selection, since this can often ensure
that the child will have a wider range of possibilities to explore her life. The Kantian form
of the instrumentality argument is not refuted by the Non-Identity Principle, since it
refers to an intrinsic obligation on parents rather than harm to children. However, as
Wilkinson points out, prospective parents do not have the same duties as actual parents.
Since future children do not (yet) exist, the Kantian imperative does not as such enter
the picture. It is only when actual children come into being that parental duties start to
count. This implies that parents should be committed to the children they get following
embryo selection, and should be careful always to treat them also as intrinsic human

4 Derek Parfit, Reasons and Persons (Clarendon, 1984). 



beings, regardless of whatever purpose they may serve. And this is, of course, no different
from children born in other ways to parents, who can have all kinds of reasons for having
children, including instrumental ones. The bottom line is that parents, whether or not
they use PGD, are ultimately ‘disposed to accept and love whatever child comes along’
(Wilkinson, 56).

However, apart from possible harm or instrumental use of children, another
argument against PGD is the potential harm it may bring to other groups. In particular,
using PGD to select out certain diseases or disorders constitutes a subjective harm, in
that embryo selection could send out a message to disabled people that they are worth less
than ‘normal’ people (the so-called ‘expressivist argument’).5 A first question here is who
is thought to be sending this message: the parents who opt for embryo selection, or society
at large, in allowing PGD to be used for this purpose? Wilkinson argues that ‘parental
messages’ give no cause for concern in the case of ‘same-number’ decisions, that is, where
they want a child anyway and simply choose which child they will have. If parents choose
(healthy) Jack rather than (disorder-affected) Josephine, they do not imply that the world
would be better off without disabled people, but rather that they prefer a world with Jack
over one with Josephine. The message only becomes suspect in ‘different-number’ cases,
where parents decide not to have a child rather than have it born with a disorder. This is
not because they see themselves as exceptionally unsuitable parents to raise a disabled
child (which could be defensible) but because they think the world would be a better
place without the child in the first place. Since such cases will be relatively rare, this cannot
serve as an argument to prohibit PGD outright, as parents may have sound reasons for
embryo selection, even in different-number cases (Wilkinson, 170–84). 

The question whether society at large sends out the wrong message in allowing PGD
for certain traits is addressed by Gavaghan (114–23). If many couples tend to express
particular preferences or dislikes, it would be naive to assume that disallowing PGD would
help to alter societal behaviour, since social prejudices will express themselves in many
other ways. More important is the message that decision-making bodies send out in PGD
regulation. Allowing PGD for certain traits but not for others does seem to amount to a
judgement about the value of lives that are avoided by embryo selection. But this suggests
more rather than less choice: rather than allowing PGD only for ‘serious diseases’ but not
for ‘minor’ diseases or other traits, the state could take a value-neutral approach and
allow parents to use PGD for whatever trait they wanted (except those that make the
child’s life ‘worse than nothing’), thus avoiding ‘the imposition by the state of a singly,
simplistic view of what constitutes “normality” and “disability”, a view that is clearly not
universally shared’ (Gavaghan, 123). 

Besides subjective harm through the expressivist argument, PGD could also lead to
objective harm to others, in that society would invest less in research or facilities for the

5 The same argument is applied to sex selection, which I discuss in section 3. 
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disabled. As Gavaghan points out, however, the fear of objective harm is not really
substantiated and will depend on societal responses to people with needs, and surely it
would be a more sensible response to invest in doing something for a smaller group than
to outlaw embryo selection in order to maintain the size of the affected population at
existing levels. 

Here, the discussion touches upon a third major ethical concern (besides autonomy
and avoiding harm), namely justice. Should we fear a ‘genetic divide’, whereby only the
rich have access to PGD? In line with the reasoning against the argument of objective
harm to others, Gavaghan argues that the use of PGD to select out diseases does raise
concerns of access to this technology, but these are not specific to PGD and can be better
addressed in general health policy rather than through restricting PGD as such. But what
about other types of PGD, such as for enhancement purposes rather than prevention of
disease? Whichever model of distributive justice we apply, there appear to be few
arguments that point against a liberal approach to PGD. A ‘lottery ticket’ model, in which
everyone should have the same odds of ‘winning’, scarcely conforms with the current
situation, in which the gene pool is unevenly distributed, and hence we can hardly claim
that it would be more just to deny people the chance to improve the genes of their
offspring through embryo selection. Egalitarian models of justice that focus more on
outcome fairness likewise do not suggest a preference for PGD limitation. For one thing,
assuming that we cannot regulate PGD on a global scale (a very unrealistic goal), a
country that prohibits PGD indirectly allows the genetic divide to grow as the rich can
travel abroad for PGD tourism, and will result in inegalitarian outcomes anyway because
some people are more ‘naturally’ endowed than others. It will therefore only produce
different winners and losers, not a more fair distribution of the gene pool. 

There is an argument to be made, instead, for allowing PGD and, to further egalitarian
outcomes, subsidising access to PGD for those who cannot afford it. Here, Gavaghan finds
himself in a dilemma, because this calls for line-drawing between subsidisable and non-
subsidisable forms of PGD, which in turn raises the expressivist concern of state-stamped
value judgements on what counts as an undesirable trait that all parents should have the
means to avoid through PGD. Ultimately, Gavaghan tends to prefer this ‘soft’ (ie
subsidised) version of the genetic supermarket over a ‘hard’ version (ie one in which the
state abstains from interference with the genetic supermarket), because the latter
‘abandons those less wealthy parents who know themselves to be carriers of some
relatively serious genetic disability to the whims of the chromosomal lottery’ (Gavaghan,
110–11). The expressivist concern can be mitigated if—in marked contrast to current UK
regulation—‘PGD was still provided for relatively serious conditions, but was in addition
permitted for all traits’ (Gavaghan, 211; emphasis in original). 
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6 See eg Isabel Karpin, ‘Choosing Disability: Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis and Negative Enhancement’
(2008) 15(1) Journal of Law and Medicine 89, 91 ff. 

7 See a brief discussion in Wilkinson, 186–208, and Gavaghan, 217–22. 

3. Reasons for Selecting Children

The analysis of arguments against embryo selection—which is much broader and more
nuanced in the two books than I have been able to summarise here—points in the
direction of a liberal approach to PGD that leaves the choice of selecting children with (or
without) particular traits to parents, rather than the regulators. Besides the obvious reason
for selecting—on the basis of congenital genetic disorders—four specific reasons why
parents may select children have proved particularly controversial, and Wilkinson and
Gavaghan devote considerable space to discuss these cases. 

The first is selecting for (rather than against) a disability (or what many would
consider a disability), in particular deafness, illustrated by the example of the American
deaf couple who wanted a child with congenital deafness so that they could raise it
completely within their, as they perceive it, deaf culture.6 Although this is an interesting
moral question, I think the literature tends to overemphasise this issue more than the
relatively few examples deserve, and therefore I will not discuss it further. The second
reason is more speculative for another reason, because the technology has not yet evolved
to enable it to any real extent: selecting children for human-enhancement reasons. Since
most traits that are possible grounds for enhancement selection are multi-factorial and
probabilistic, selecting for tall, blue-eyed, or athletic children is not realistic in the short
term. The prospect of enhancement only appears on the horizon when genetic
modification (rather than genetic diagnostics and embryo selection) becomes a technical
possibility, and this is something that both authors—unfortunately—leave aside as they
focus largely on embryo selection.7

More pressing for current parents’ needs are the two other reasons for embryo
selection. One is the ‘saviour sibling’, whereby an embryo is selected on the basis that it
is of the right tissue type for its umbilical cord to serve as a stem-cell source for treating
a sibling with a life-threatening disease. Gavaghan attacks (there is no other word for it—
his tone in this chapter being fiercer than his usual one as the detached and sometimes
ironic, while always engaged, observer) the UK regulatory track record, which has been
somewhat erratic and inconsistent. The legislation and regulatory decision-making
practice of the HFEA allowed PGD to save a sibling suffering from a severe autosomal
recessive genetic disorder, but not (until 2004, when the policy was suddenly reversed) for
a non-hereditary disorder, nor to save the life of a parent rather than a sibling. The reason
given for the distinction was that in the first case parents would likely employ PGD
anyway to prevent their future child suffering from the same disease (and hence, it is a
relatively small step to also check whether the embryo provides a tissue-type match),
while in the second case PGD would be used only to determine a tissue-type match, which



was alleged to present risks but no benefits for the future child itself; and in the case of
‘saviour children’ (rather than siblings), parents could be too self-interested to take into
account the interests of the future child. Clearly, the latter two arguments disregard the
Non-Identity Principle, while the precise risks to future children are hard to pinpoint,
triggering Gavaghan to formulate a rule of thumb: ‘if you don’t know either way about
risks to potential future children, then at least save the child in front of you’ (Gavaghan,
169). In a similar vein, Wilkinson agrees that saving parents is not morally different from
saving siblings, and that the concerns relating to instrumentalisation of the selected
saviour child, when it comes to donating more tissue than just umbilical cord blood, are
not substantially different from those relating to naturally occurring saviour children
(Wilkinson, 107–28). 

The other pressing reason for embryo selection is particularly contested: sex
selection.8 Wilkinson devotes a lengthy chapter to this issue, as an ‘illuminating example
… [of] the extent to which law should constrain procreative liberty’ (Wilkinson, 209). UK
law does not allow sex selection (except for selecting out serious gender-related disorders).
However, in a public consultation it was asked whether (non-medical) sex selection would
be (more) acceptable if done for family balancing purposes: that is, if a family already
have a sandbox full of boys (or girls) they may select a girl (or boy). Wilkinson argues that
the latter is not materially different from sex selection on other grounds; there is no reason
to assume (in the UK context) that sex selection would lead to a distortion of the sex
ratio, nor that it would be less sexist towards the selected children. Indeed, although it is
not unlikely that ‘a good deal of social [ie, non-medical] sex selection would be driven by
sexist beliefs and attitudes’, this is not sufficiently harmful to warrant state intervention
to deny parents the choice. Sexist attitudes will persist in any case, and the negative
consequences will not differ from the case where parents have recourse to non-scientific
‘methods’ of sex selection, such as eating cereals and bananas every morning in order to
have boys (!).9 Wilkinson adds the useful remark that his reasoning applies to the UK and
similar Western countries where population imbalance is not an immediate concern; the
risk that allowing sex selection in the UK could send out a negative message to countries
where gender imbalance is a concern, can be mitigated by clearly communicating the UK
policy’s rationale. Perhaps he is somewhat naive in disregarding the potential for abuse
of Western policy in the rhetoric of reproductive policy in countries such as India or
China, but Wilkinson is probably right in suggesting that there is little the UK or similar
countries can do about practices in other countries anyway (Wilkinson, 242).10

8 See Wilkinson, 209–50, and Gavaghan, 128–40. 
9 See Wilkinson, 243–4 for an amusing list of ‘folk methods’ of sex selection. 
10 See Gavaghan, 137. 
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4. Regulating Embryo Selection

Regulators would do well to read and engage with the argumentation of Wilkinson and
Gavaghan. Both have written very valuable books, which provide nuanced and generally
convincing analyses of the major arguments for and against allowing embryo selection.
Moreover, both are a true pleasure to read, being very well structured and written in a
crystal-clear style. Wilkinson has the advantage of extreme clarity and precision in the
dissection and discussion of individual arguments, while Gavaghan benefits from an
engaging overall line of argument and some refreshing touches of humour. 

However, there are some limitations to the scope of both books. While the authors do
discuss the literature of outspoken advocates of human enhancement, such as John Harris
and Julian Savulescu, they refer little to the most visible opponents of embryo selection
or human enhancement more generally. The analysis could perhaps have been even more
convincing if the authors had embarked on a more explicit discussion of, for example,
Michael Sandel’s concern that enhancement attempts to gain control over ourselves and
our offspring ‘as habit of mind and way of being’ will lead to a loss of ‘openness to the
unbidden’ and thus diminish our ability to deal with unexpected events;11 nor do the
authors engage explicitly with Habermas’s critique of PGD and embryo selection that
people implicitly decide for another what kind of life is worth living, without discursively
engaging with that person.12 Perhaps Gavaghan’s critical discussion of Fukuyama’s
distrust of the biotechnological revolution13 should suffice to refute the dignitarian
approach to embryo selection. But whether this will convince the reader is largely a matter
of the normative outlook that the reader is most comfortable with. I am not sure whether
Wilkinson’s and Gavaghan’s contributions to the literature with their negative-liberal
outlook, which takes a neutral, middle position between the outspoken advocates and
opponents of human enhancement, really succeed in bridging the gap between the more
extreme positions that are entrenched in altogether different streams of debate. 

More relevant for regulators, however, is another limitation, which resides in the
primarily ethical nature of both books. Although Gavaghan’s subtitle is ‘Law and Ethics
of Selecting the Next Generation’, his analysis is primarily ethical; the law rears its head
in only a few parts of the book, when discussing wrongful-life claims and the UK
regulation of embryo selection. Wilkinson explicitly restricts himself to analytical
philosophy and ethics, with occasional references to the UK legal situation. While these
are, of course, perfectly defensible choices for the authors, it does make the analysis
somewhat less useful in terms of providing guidance for regulators. To be sure, politicians
and law-makers can benefit from the analytic distinctions and ethically sound arguments,
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11 Michael J Sandel, The Case Against Perfection: Ethics in the Age of Genetic Engineering (Belknap Press of
Harvard University Press, 2007) 96–97.

12 Jürgen Habermas, The Future of Human Nature (Polity, 2003).
13 Francis Fukuyama, Our Posthuman Future: Consequences of the Biotechnology Revolution (Profile, 2002). 
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14 Note that the Public Bodies Bill (HL Bill 56) currently in Parliament, http://services.parliament.uk/bills/
2010-11/publicbodieshl.html (accessed 8 June 2011), will lead to a modification of the role and remit of the
HFEA in PGD regulation. The implications of this for the UK regulatory approach to PGD and embryo
selection may be significant. For an example of the effect of institutional arrangements on the substance of
PGD regulation, see ECA Asscher, ‘The Regulation of Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD) in the
Netherlands and the UK: A Comparative Study of the Regulatory Frameworks and Outcomes for PGD’
(2008) 3 Clinical Ethics 176–9.

but there is more to regulation than that. The role of politics, policy, social sciences, and
media in regulating embryo selection is equally as important as the role of ethics, when
it comes to understanding how and why PGD regulation takes shape. A major potential
danger of the purely ethical approach is that the preponderance of the Non-Identity
Principle in refuting arguments against a liberal approach to embryo selection diminishes
in political and regulatory decision-making. Politicians and law-makers simply do not
always reason logically; sometimes (and in controversial areas, often) they rely instead
on gut feelings, sophisms, and media pressure. Political arguments stemming from such
sources cannot be parfited away as neatly as they can in ethics. What role the Non-Identity
Principle can and should play in PGD regulation (as opposed to PGD ethics) is therefore
still largely unexplored territory. Furthermore, the role of institutions in regulating PGD,
such as the central role of the HFEA in the UK system,14 is underdeveloped; Gavaghan
tends to criticise the HFEA as being unelected and thus suffering from a democratic
deficit, but he leaves undiscussed the challenge of finding an institutional arrangement
that can satisfactorily handle the very complex decision-making processes that any
regulatory system managing PGD will have to address. Finally, comparative legal research
would have provided further useful insights, and it is a real pity that both books are UK-
centric and do not pay attention to PGD regulation in, for example, Australia, the United
States, or continental Europe. 

On the whole, then, there is room for more research, and I would particularly
welcome a multidisciplinary and internationally comparative book on the law, policy,
and ethics of embryo selection. But having said that, we should be grateful to Wilkinson
and Gavaghan for providing us with such well-reasoned arguments for an approach to
PGD regulation that contains more rather than less choice for parents. Both books have
placed a significant burden of proof on governments who want to restrict parental
autonomy to use PGD to obtain the children they desire to have, for whatever reason that
is their business and not ours. 

Bert-Jaap Koops

Professor of Regulation & Technology, Tilburg Institute for Law, 
Technology, and Society, Tilburg University, The Netherlands


